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Make sure you visit my other channels like mindiz, web, webina, and ohworld! Thanks For Watching, Subscribe for the best
tutorial, I'll review your comment and make the question useful for you. 9# Name Suggestions / Comments Jahrelah P................
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Education of Ottoman subjects in the modern era is sometimes considered to have been for the most part good. Education in
Europe, by contrast, was often disappointing. In 1877, as the Ottoman Empire was plunged into a period of troubles and
depression, the Sultan published a “Decree for Education”. In it he stressed the need for a central system of school
administration with a clear emphasis on the teaching of French, English, and the skills needed in the modern world. The Muslim
community in Europe has traditionally been the largest in the world. Population growth in the Islamic world had peaked by the
nineteenth century, yet the Muslim population continued to grow in Europe, with Muslims from the Maghreb, central Asia, and
southeastern Asia. The official religion of the United States is Christianity, which is practiced mainly by white people.
Substantial numbers of Muslim Americans have become naturalized citizens of the United States. The economic, political, and
social institutions of the United States have developed separately and distinctly from the modern Islamic world, leading to
significant differences between the two groups.Q: php session without using cookies I am making a login page with PHP and
MySQL. I have a table in MySQL and I can login correctly. I want the user to stay logged-in after he presses the back button in
the browser. I set a session and PHP sends me a token. So I use $_SESSION['token'] in my system and $_SESSION['userID'] in
my database. Now the user stays logged-in and everything is working fine, except that the user has to be logged-in every time he
clicks on a link or refreshes the page. I would like to stay logged-in when he clicks on a link and keeps the session on him all
time, so that he is not bothered to log-in every time he refreshes the page. What should I do? Edit 1: This is my PHP code:
2d92ce491b
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